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ABSTRACT
The cloud provides storage for user to store their data remotely. But there is a problem with the auditing protocol, which was proposed. There is a new paradigm of storage service, which makes the integrity protection for outsourced data. There are also other integrity auditing protocols that has been already proposed but their focus was singleton cloud storage. These protocols don’t support batch editing of cloud storage. There is a another auditing protocol for public which will provide integrity of multi-cloud storage. In this protocol there is a third party auditor which will simultaneously verify multiple auditing requests from different users on different storage of data files or different cloud storage servers. This protocol will achieve quick identification of corrupted data by implementing recoverable coding approach and homomorphicciphertext verification. It will also provide privacy preserving public auditing for data integrity. The total editing time can be reduced by batch auditing protocol and communication cost can be maintained low using same protocol. Analysis of extended security and performance shows this protocol is efficient and secure.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the early years, Cloud storage services are getting widely used because of their property of storing data remotely [1]. Cloud computing service provider provides perfect quality of services that can be used by the user. At this side is the good quality of the cloud computing there is another side which leads to difficulties which includes corruption of data, hardware failure, or by human errors [2].Due to these kinds of the problems arises in single cloud computing, multi-cloud computing is preferred by the users. Multi-cloud computing provides the facility of storage of data in multiple or more than single cloud. This storage of multi cloud computing resolves the problem of Data Integrity. Still user dose not made a choice of the use multi-cloud computing easily.

Manually it is not possible to check the data integrity, both side, i.e. from users and the cloud service provider. Therefore the third party is a solution which, must, have to provide the service for checking the data integrity ensuring the user and service provider. By this, the user does not have to worry about the data integrity [5], [6].

On such basis in recent years multiple auditing protocols have been getting introduced such as Provable Data Possession [7]. These kinds of protocols are used for insuring about data integrity. But disadvantage of these protocols is that they cannot work on multiple cloud environments. The multi-cloud environment in which third party auditor can receive multiple authorized request from different data users. If the request can be get handled in sequential queue or in the batch manner way it will be the great efficient work. There are only several protocols which handle the data integrity in the multi - cloud system [6], [8]. These kinds of protocols work efficiently when the data of the particular user and the appropriate key is stored. If for any reason the data and key gets vanished there will be no use of such auditing protocol. In this condition it makes possible not recover the data with the use of this protocol.

2. CLOUD COMPUTING
2.1 Single Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is an approach to provide a virtual system in which user get the services like storing their data at remote locations and retrieving this data at any time anywhere. In cloud computing user does not have to worry about the how the data is stored or it is handled. Remotely stored data on cloud computing are totally handled by the cloud service provider. A cloud service provider is responsible for the managing the data [1]. One of the most important thing in ID industry is Data. Because of such advantage in Cloud computing, it is getting very famous, widely in the various sectors of the IT Industries. Cloud computing provides the service like IaaS (infrastructure as a service), PaaS (Platform as a service) and SaaS (Software as a service) [2]. A provider of IaaS provides computer physical or more often virtual machines. IaaS cloud provides frequently offer extra assets,
for example, a virtual-machine plate picture library, document, or item stockpiling, firewalls, load balancers, IP addresses, virtual neighborhood (VLANs), and programming packs. In the PaaS models, cloud suppliers convey a registering stage, ordinarily including working framework, programming-dialect execution environment, database, and web server. In the product as an administration (SaaS) model, clients obtain cloud computing is access to application programming and databases. Cloud suppliers deal with the foundation and the stages that run the applications. SaaS is some of the time defined as "on-demand programming" and is typically estimated on a pay-per-use premise [5].

As the cloud computing having the advantages simultaneously, it also has the drawbacks. One of the major issues about cloud computing is about data security. The data security issue arises at the user end. The main security issues where Data Integrity, Data availability and most important one is Services.

3. SECURITY ISSUES IN CLOUD COMPUTING

3.1 Data Integrity

The data integrity problem is the one of the serious issue of cloud computing. When the cloud system store data it requires to perform a transition function like operation on storing data it may cause the noise data or data can be damaged in that operation. Data lost risk is not depending only on internal function, it may cause by external theft attack. The examples given by Cachin et al.[12] data breaching of Google Docs it affects the electronic privacy information Center it forced to investigate cloud computing services of Google organization, Red Hat Linux’s distribution server problem [18].

In Multi-cloud, number of cloud store data in a centralized manner or in exact opposite case the huge amount of data store or operate in the cloud because of large data it is difficult detect data loss issues [12]. To overcome this type of problem Byzantine fault-tolerant replication protocol are best protocol in cloud system [19].

3.2 Data Intrusion

Data intrusion is another major concern in cloud computing. It is an important data security risk that occurs with a cloud service provider (CSP). If any intruder can access the account username and password then they will be able to any operation or any kind of unwanted changes in the accounts private document.

3.3 Service availability

Availability of Service is again threat with cloud service provider. In the service availability it mentions the cloud service providers licensing or not, accessing anytime due to unforeseen reasons. Important documents or files are stored on the cloud server and cloud suddenly goes down, then important problem is it will be coming original data with all important documents or files.

4. PUBLIC BATCH AUDITING PROTOCOL

An efficient privacy-preserving public batch auditing protocol for integrity of the data in multi-cloud with identification of the corrupted data. Our work focuses on batch auditing protocol in multi-cloud. We use homomorphicciphertext verification for protecting data privacy against the third party auditor can’t obtain any data content from the proofs. The proposed protocol achieves quick identification of the corrupted data by using a recoverable coding approach [6] [7].

Public auditing of cloud data with data privacy proposed by Want etin [6]. They also enable batch editing. Index hash tables to support dynamic data during the public auditing process [16]. After that proposed provable data possession protocol to gain integrity verification in multi-cloud, but it doesn’t support batch verification.

Because some of operations are helping towards the encryption of stored data, the encryption method bounds the functionality of storage system. A third party auditor (TPA) performs tasks like shared data, dynamic data and its integrity in the cloud. Dynamic data support the data operation such modification, insertion, deletion. TPA handles multiple audit sessions from different user data and also audit the stored files and check the data uniqueness. The privacy preserving system provides secure data storage [6].
6. FUTURE SCOPE AND CONCLUSION

As shown in the paper, the cloud computing is the most growing technology in the IT sector, but as per the user requirement, there comes the important topic to be resolved is Data Security. The auditing the data is a solution for that kind of problem. In this paper, the survey of the construction of the batch auditing protocol for multi-cloud system. In view of homomorphic authenticator and homomorphic ciphertext check, we have proposed an open reviewing convention that TPA can productively confirm the privacy of particular information records in a cluster way, while the information security is still ensured against TPA. The future work will be the icing of the generic algorithm for the user key generation can be used in a more conventional way to maintain the privacy of users.
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